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Abstract

This work presents the evaluation of an experiment on the relationship between driver perfor-
mance and vehicle handling quantities. Both of them are instrumental quantities, however,
the former are driver dependent, the latter are only vehicle dependent. A moving base driving
simulator was used to examine 16 truck-trailer-combinations. The driving of 28 test drivers in
a special developed manoeuvre resulted in characteristic driver performance values evaluated
of vehicle system quantities measured while driving. Stationary and dynamical ISO-handling
tests resulted in handling quantities. The correlation by means of regression analysis between
these driver performance values and the quantities of the ISO-handling tests are presented
here as a step towards the mapping of steering feel.

1 Background

Steering feel is a very complex perception. Several studies have already investigated the drivers' experience
of steering feel. The most comprehensive work is probably done by Chen and Crolla [1]. In a test
with 16 di�erent vehicle set-ups in �ve manoeuvres they linked 49 subjective ratings to 46 objective
vehicle handling metrics. Norman [2] performed an evaluation of objective quantities regarding on-centre
handling of passenger cars and mapped a wide area of vehicles. Van Randwijk et al. [3] found indications
for correlation between driver judgements and the measuring results from open- and closed-loop-tests
with medium heavy trucks. Riedel et al. [4] investigated drivings in a double lane change and found
correlations between a subjective rating and a combination of a driver individual performance quantity
(unsymmetry in steering wheel angle) and a vehicle speci�c quantity (time delay between steering wheel
angle and yaw rate). Hiramatsu et al. [5] found correlations between the steering ratio and feeling
items (static steering, parking, steering e�ort, returning, ...) and related this to steering comprehensive
appraisal items of the drivers. Harrer et al. [6] searched for correlations between objective ratings due
to an own developed questionnaire and handling quantities of an ISO weave test [7]. The investigation
was done by linear correlation as well as by multiple linear regression analysis. Zschocke and Albers [8]
di�ered the subjective domain into description and liking. This could be correlated to open loop handling
values by evaluating ten di�erent cars.
All these studies are steps towards the mapping of steering feel. In this work an evaluation of the
relationship between driver performance and vehicle handling quantities is presented. Based on results
from an experiment in a moving base driving simulator the aim of the project is to �nd correlations
between instrumental and non-instrumental measurements for a comprehensive mapping of steering feel.

1.1 Introduction

Steering feel can be measured by help of measuring instruments as well as by help of subjects, without
instruments. Therefore, in this work steering feel is divided into intrumental and non-instrumental
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quantities. Fig. 1 shows the model the presented work bases on: A certain set of parameters results
in a vehicle with a certain handling behaviour. This handling behaviour a�ects how drivers perform
with that vehicle, including the spreading within the di�erent drivers. Both handling and performance
can be instrumentally measured. The same set of parameters leads also to a certain assessment by the
drivers, an objective description of the perception. If the drivers' personal preferences are taken into
consideration, this results in certain ratings that are more driver dependent. Both assessments and
ratings are non-instrumental done by drivers along dimensions of perception [9].

Instrumental measurements Non-instrumental measurements

Parameters

Charx =


Friction
Damping
Stiffness
Inertia
Servo
...



Ratings

Charx =


Good − Bad
Good − Bad
Good − Bad
Good − Bad
Good − Bad



Assessment

Charx =


Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5



Driver performance

Charx =



δSWmax
δSWIPS
ayRMS
...
...

∆t(δ, ωz)



Handling values

Charx =



Kus
dβR
day
dωz
dδH
...

ay at 0 Nm



Figure 1: Illustration of the method: A change of parameters leads to a change in the vehicles han-
dling properties and the driver's performance as well as in the driver's ratings for steering feel. Several
correlations are expected.

When mapping steering feel, the correlations between these di�erent measurements of interest. Correla-
tions can help to increase the understanding of the human perception depending on vehicle behaviour.
On the instrumental side there are two di�erent measurements. One is open-loop without the driver and
one includes the driver in the loop. The question is whether they correlate. If so, the measurements could
be reduced to only handling or only driver performance. Further investigations on the correlation to the
non-instrumental domain could concentrate on only one comprehensive set of instrumental quantities.

2 Experimental design

2.1 Experiment

For this research work 28 test drivers examined 16 truck steering system settings that di�ered in friction,
damping, inertia and sti�ness using a moving base driving simulator. The manoeuvre was given by a
narrow road and with the �xed vehicle speed at 19.4 m/s (70 km/h) one driving lasted 42 s. The test drivers
drove every characteristic subsequent to a reference and assessed it relative to the reference as well. The
experiment was described in detail earlier [10].
While driving the vehicle, system quantities were measured. Table 1 shows the measured quantities.
Evaluating these measurements lead to handling data due to ISO standards [7, 11, 12, 13] and a list of
characteristic driver dependent quantities. Some quantities had certain assumptions as background, some
others were calculated with the thought of data mining.

2.2 Driver performance quantities (DPQ)

Unsymmetries are the ratios of maximum steering wheel angles in the slalom. Unsymmetry1 represents
the ratio between �rst and second extremum, Unsymmetry2 between second and third and Unsymmetry3
between �rst and third. All other quantities were calculated over the whole manoeuvre. For steering
wheel angle δSW , steering wheel torque MSW , lateral acceleration ay and yaw rate ωz over time at
a sampling frequency of fs = 200 Hz, the maximum, the mean and the root mean square value were
calculated. Moreover the amplitude spectrum of PSD and FFT was integrated (IPS), the amplitude
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Table 1: System quantities measured during the simulator test.

System quantity Variable Unit fs
Steering wheel angle δSW rad


200 Hz

Steering wheel torque MSW Nm
Lateral acceleration ay m/s2

Yaw rate ωz rad/s
Longitudinal position on road x m
Lateral position on road y m

spectrum multiplied with the frequency was integrated (IFPS) and the amplitude spectrum multiplied
with the square of the frequency was integrated (IF2PS). These values were used by Riedel [4] and
should show when applicating for steering wheel angle, the driver's steering activity. IFPS and IF2PS
focus on the driver's steering activity at higher frequencies. A similar approach was background for the
quantity δSWChanges

which shows after a noise-�ltering the number of changes of the direction of steering
wheel rotation. The time di�erences in vehicle behaviour are assumed to in�uence steering feel and were
calculated by means of cross-correlation as ∆t. E�ort was calculated as the product of the root mean
square of steering wheel torque and angle.
Since several quantities aim at similar properties, all of them were pre-evaluated in a correlation coe�cient
matrix. Quantities that had a correlation coe�cient of more than 0.8 were reduced to only one of them.
Those with a correlation coe�cient of less than 0.8 were de�ned as linear independent. As a result 13 of
the driver performance quantities were extracted and used for the regression analysis. These independent
DPQs are described above and de�ned as shown in the following equations:

Unsymmetry1 =
δSWmax (Curve2)
δSWmax (Curve1)

(1)

Unsymmetry2 =
δSWmax (Curve3)
δSWmax (Curve2)

(2)

Unsymmetry3 =
δSWmax (Curve3)
δSWmax (Curve1)

(3)

δSWChanges
=

∑
i ni ni = 1 for each δ̈SW (x) = 0 (4)

δSWmax = max(δSW ) (5)

δSWIPS,PSD
=

∫
|F (jω)| dω (6)

δSWIFPS,FFT
=

∫
|F (jω)|ω2 dω (7)

MSWmax = max(MSW ) (8)

MSWmean
= MSW (9)

MSWIFPS,PSD
=

∫
|F (jω)|ω dω (10)

ayRMS =

√∑n
i=1

a2
y,i

n (11)

ωzIF2PS,FFT
=

∫
|F (jω)|ω2 dω (12)

∆t(δSW , ωz) =
Smax(RδSWωz

)−SN
fs

with RδSWωz (τ) = limTF→∞
1
TF

TF/2∫
−TF/2

δSW (t)× ωz(t+ τ) dx (13)

2.3 Evaluation

All independent variables were normalised on the interval [0,1]. This results in comparable regression
coe�cients. Each DPQ was modelled by means of regression analysis as a combination of di�erent
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handling quantities. The overall equation was like:

DPQn = b0 + b1 ×H1 + b2 ×H2 + b3 ×H3 + b4 ×H4 + b5 ×H5 (14)

The maximum number of handling quantities was �ve so the maximum number of coe�cients was six.
Every DPQ was modelled with one to �ve handling quantities where for each number of handling quan-
tities all possible combinations were tried.
For the interpretation of the results �rst the p-value was observed. The p-value is a measure for the gen-
eral validity of the model outside the range of observed data used for the modelling. It is the probability
that the model outside the range of observed data is wrong and is usually limited at 5%. So a lower value
indicates a better model.
Moreover, the residuals (R2) were observed. R2 is a measure for the quality of the model and shows how
much of the dependent variable (DPQ) was explained by the independent variables (handling quantities).

Table 2: Regression analysis results showing the coe�cients and R2 p-values of the analysis with averaged
DPQ explained by handling values.

DPQ explained by Coe�cients p R2

Unsymmetry3

b0 = 0.899

0.0332% 78%
Bandwidth b1 = −0.0800
Time delay b2 = 0.0691
Torque gradient (o� center) b3 = 0.0530

δSWmax

b0 = 1.08

0.00924% 82%
Time delay b1 = −0.0858
Torque gradient (o� center) b2 = −0.0339
Response deadband b3 = 0.0241

δSWIFPS,PSD

b0 = 0.123

2.39% 53%
Understeer gradient b1 = 0.0074
Time delay b2 = −0.0172
Torque gradient (o� center) b3 = −0.0151

δSWIF2PS,FFT

b0 = 289

1.32% 58%
Understeer gradient b1 = 23.3
Bandwidth b2 = −62.6
Time delay b3 = −77.1

MSWmax

b0 = 3.11
0.51% 44%

Torque magnitude b1 = −1.46

MSWmean

b0 = −0.275

0.0306% 83%
Understeer gradient b1 = 0.370
Bandwidth b2 = −0.982
Time delay b3 = −0.574
Torque gradient (o� center) b4 = −0.349

MSWIFPS,PSD

b0 = 29.2
0.19% 62%Torque gradient b1 = −188

Response deadband b2 = 162

ayRMS

b0 = 1.30

2.90% 51%
Bandwidth b1 = −0.0357
Time delay b2 = −0.0587
Response deadband b3 = −0.0328

ωzIF2PS,FFT

b0 = 5.66

1.35% 58%
Understeer gradient b1 = 0.883
Bandwidth b2 = −1.28
Response deadband b3 = 0.548
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3 Discussion

Table 2 shows the reults of the regression analysis. Not all of them are obvious and the statistics may
not always represent reallity. Some values are not shown (Unsymmetry1, Unsymmetry2, δSWChanges

and
∆t(δSW , ωz)) since they cannot be explained by handling values. Their residuals are very low and the
p-values signi�cant over the 5% limit.

3.1 Unsymmetries

Unsymmetry3, the ratio between the maximum steering wheel angle in the �rst and the third curve of
the slalom, correlates to "Bandwidth", "Response deadband" and "Torque gradient". The coe�cient for
the handling values are a magnitude smaller than b0 and the 95% con�dence intervall for the coe�cients
for "Time delay" includes zero. However, the coe�cients are consistent and the model shows a good
quality (R2 = 78% and p = 0.03%). A decreasing "Bandwidth" and/or an increasing "Torque gradient
(o� center)" will increase the Unsymmetry3.
A low value of Unsymmetry3 seems to be desirable: The curves are the same so the maximum steering
wheel angle is expected to be the same. An explanation might be that a decreasing "Bandwidth" makes a
vehicle less linear which will result in more steering corrections. Moreover, an increased "Torque gradient"
could corrupt the manoeuvrebility i.e. it is more di�cult to control/dose the steering wheel torque.

3.2 Steering activity

δSWIFPS,PSD
and δSWIF2PS,FFT

are both quantities that express steering activity. The latter with more
focus on higher frequencies which can be seen by the correlation to "Bandwidth". Both of them correlate
mostly to "Time delay" and "Understeer gradient". However, the 95% con�dence intervall of the coef-
�cient for understeer gradient contains zero, independent of the number of coe�cients in the regression
analysis. So there is an uncertainty about its in�uence. Furthermore, for δSWIFPS,PSD

the "o� center
Torque gradient" is important, too. So a lower "Time delay" as well as a lower "o� center Torque gradi-
ent" or a lower "Bandwidth" lead to more steering activity.
A high bandwidth is a quantity for linearity of the vehicle (see above). This is assumed to make driving
such kind of vehicle easier which will lead to less steering activity which can be understood as less need for
steering correction. A lower "o� center Torque gradient" will make the steering wheel easier which can be
perceived as nervous and result in a higher steering activity. However, the residuals are only between 53%
and 58% which indicates that at least one important factor is missing. Maybe, the manoeuvre curvature
is important, too.

3.3 Steering wheel torque activity

MSWIFPS,PSD
is a quantity for steering wheel torque activity with focus on higher frequencies which need

not include a steering wheel angle. MSWIFPS,PSD
correlates most to "Torque gradient" and "Response

deadband". The coe�cients are very consistent and the quality of the model is quite good (R2 = 62%
and p = 0.19%). The residuals can be improved by adding "Understeer gradient" and "Time delay" but
the 95% con�dence intervals of the coe�cients to both of them include zero.
Increasing "Torque gradient" and/or decreasing "Response deadband" (which is a quantity for friction
in the steering system) will increase the activity of steering wheel torque MSWIFPS,PSD

.

3.4 Vehicle yaw activity

ωzIF2PS,FFT
is a quantity for yaw activity of the vehicle with focus on higher frequencies and correlates

to "Understeer gradient", "Bandwidth" and "Response deadband". The coe�cients are consistent but
the quality of the model is low (R2 = 58% and p = 1.35%). Moreover, the 95% con�dence interval of
"Response deadband" includes zero.
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This means that an increasing "Understeer gradient" and/or a decreasing "Bandwidth" lead to an in-
creasing yaw activity. The correlation between "Understeer gradient" and yaw activity is consistent with
previous experience.

3.5 Conclusion and perspective

A regression analysis was performed evaluating correlations in-between the instrumental open- and closed-
loop steering feel measurements, vehicle handling and driver performance. These correlations should
show whether one of them was completely explained by the others which would reduce the number of
instrumental steering feel quantities when mapping steering feel. Table 2 shows the mathematical results
from the evaluation. Some correlations are available. However, not all of them are obvious neither do all
regression equations represent a comprehensive model (see residuals R2). This can be reasoned by lack of
measured data or characteristic quantities or by non-linearities that are not represented by these models.
The conclusion of this paper is that for a comprehensive mapping of steering feel in the instrumental
domain both open-loop handling quantities and closed-loop driver performance quantities are needed.
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